Graduate Jobs
for IT development centre in Prague

🌟 88% Development Roles
📈 700+ Employees in Prague
🌐 43 Nationalities

#graduate

Love technology? Want to define the future of finance? Join us and you can unleash the next reality in FinTech.

This is a full time job opportunity for fresh graduates who would be interested in joining a tech driven investment bank to work on various projects within Risk Finance and Treasury department.

• Use your coding expertise to develop our next innovation.
• Work with the very latest technology and some of the very best people.
• Start your successful career in FinTech now.

Required Skills

• Fluent in English
• Fresh graduate (Bachelor, Master, PhD, less than 2 years of experience)
• You need to be able to code in at least one language - e.g. Java, C++, C#, SQL, TypeScript
• Strong interest in technology
• Financial/investment banking knowledge not required, we’re happy to provide all the skills to be successful

Find more details here

✉️ estera.lukacovicova@barclayscapital.com